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Country facts
• Lower middle-income country
• Energy exports account for ~55% of eanings,

of which natural gas is dominant (~22%)
• Urbanisation ~33%
• Electricity access rate ~35%

Key Electricity Market Facts
• Hydropower is the most significantly exploited

Renewable resource.
• One existing PV plant (Minbu) with 40 MW

operational capacity and 170 MW total planned
capacity.

• Power supply challenges during dry seasons 
due to low water storage capacity

• Electricity demand has been growing at about 
18% in the past 5 years

• Increasing liberalisation  and accessibility of 
the power sector to foreign investors.

• Targeted 75% electricity access by 2026 and 
100% by 2030

Installed electricity Capacity (2017) 5.4 GW

Planned PV capacity 1.5 GW

Source: U.S. Energy Information Administration

Population (2018) 53.86 million

GDP per capita (2018) US$ 1,325

GDP Growth (2019) +6.8%

Inflation Rate (2019) 8.6%

Sovereign Rating N/A

FDI (2018) US$ 1.291 billion

Ease of Doing Business 165 of 190

Corruption Perception 
Index (2019) 130 of 198
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Energy Sector Governance

Ministry of Electricity and Energy (MOEE)

Myanmar Investment Commission (MIC)

Directorate of Investment and Company 
Administration (DICA).
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Regulatory framework
• The MoEE is the main regulator of the power sector in Myanmar. It was reorganised in 2016 with

EPGE and ESE as the key offtaking entities.
• EPGE operates several power plants and acts as the offtaker for all IPPs connected to the

national grid.
• ESE distributes power to consumers through regional power suppliers, with the two main

companies being in Myanmar’s two largest cities.

Source: The Law Reviews, 2019.
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• The Project Bank Notification published
in 2018 mandates public tenders for
PPP projects but grantes exemptions
for unsolicited greenfield projects.

• Previous lengthy procurement
processes have been shortened since
2018 by the execution of pre-project
approvals in the form of a Notice to
Proceed

• Foreign investors must obtain a license
from the MIC and establish a locally
registered company with the DICA.

• Investment options:

o IPPs sell power to the EPGE. The
developer imports and installs
equipment. A PPA and Individual
contracts must be made separately

o Sponsors typically also require a
separate concession agreement with
the MoEE in order to receive
government support.

Source: VDB Loi.

US$ 1 = ~1375 Ks
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Our view on the market
Opportunities
• The Asian Development Bank (ADB) estimated Myanmar’s solar energy potential at 26.962 GW

due to its high solar irradiation levels.
• Generation capacity is estimated to be 400-500 MW below demand in dry season, when

hydropower cannot provide full capacity. Solar is a natural complement for the generation mix,
hence growing interest in commercial and industrial PV.

• End-users tariffs have increased threefold in 2019 to minimize EPGE’s losses
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Magway	Region	- 6
4 Chauk Substation	(40MW)

5 Taungdwingyi Substation	(40MW)

6 Ta	Nyaung Substatio (40MW)

7 Buddhakone Substation	(40MW)

8 Chaungku Substation	(40MW)

9 Kyungchaung Power	Plant	(40MW)

Sagaing Region	- 4

15 Aungchanthar Substation	(30MW)

16 Ngapyawdine Substation	(30MW)

17 Nyaungpingyi Substation	(30MW)

18 Ohntaw Substation	(40MW)

Mandalay	Region	- 5

10 Belin	Substation	(30MW)

11 Letpanhla Substation	(30MW)

12 Myingyan Substation	(30MW)

13 Tharzi Substation	(30MW)

14 Thapyaywa Substation	(30MW)

Naypyitaw Union	Territory	- 3

19 Nay	Pyi	Taw-1	Substation	(30MW)

20 Nay	Pyi	Taw-2	Substation	(50MW)

21 Shwemyo Substation	(30MW)

- 33kV

- 66kV

OPERATIONAL

Yangon	Region	- 1
29 Wartaya Substation	(30MW)

Bago Region	- 7

22 Taungoo Substation	(30MW)

23 Tharyargone Substation	(30MW)

24 Thephyu Substation	(30MW)

25 Kamarnat Substation	(40MW)

26 Minhla Substation	(30MW)

27 Oakshitpin Substation	(40MW)

28 Shwedaung Power	Plant	(40MW)

Ayeyarwaddy Region	- 4

30 Pathein Substation	(40MW)

31 Kyaiklat Substation	(40MW)

32 Athoke Substation	(40MW)

33 Myanaung Power	Plant	(40MW)

Magway

Minbu (220MW)1

Mandalay

Wundwin (150MW)

Mabuaing (150MW)

2

3

TENDERED

PLANNED

• Industries are increasingly relying on their own power generation facilities to offset frequent grid
outages and rising tariffs.

• The world Bank has committed US$ 400 million to support the development of solar mini-grid
projects in Myanmar.

• The amendment of investment laws in 2016 liberalised the local energy market. This was
considered crucial towards opening the market to the international community. For instance,
foreign investors can now fully and legally own energy investments subject to approval from the
MOEE.

• PPA prices are not regulated and are directly negotiated with the government.

Source: VDB Loi.

Solar Power Projects per province in Myanmar
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Challenges
• Lack of data and information for market entry; fragmented institutional and regulatory framework;

low levels of electricity access and digitalization.
• The Electric energy commission is charged with regulating the energy sector, but there is no

commission or specific regulation for the renewable sector.
• The absence of trade associations and the subsidisation of grid electricity from fossil fuels at the

expense of off-grid renewables are challenging for the industry. Further challenges include
access to suitable land; complex mountainous terrain and protected areas as well as political
instability in these areas; underdeveloped grid system for large-scale production; lack of data on
the RE potential and grid stability; limited infrastructure for technical support and maintenance;
high cost of installing solar panels and wind turbines; lack of local specialists; no preferential
taxation system for renewables; security risks in conflict-prone Kachin, Rakhine and Shan states.

• Technical challenges due to extreme weather and grid connection problems also occur
frequently.

• Sources indicate that there is a general reluctance on the part of the government to invest in
large-scale projects, while investment security is unsettling many investors. This is especially due
to the demand by the government that all future PPAs be signed in MMK rather than in USD.

• The absence of a sovereign rating also makes it difficult to assess the economic potential and
risk in Myanmar with respect to other countries.

Disclaimer
Suntrace GmbH has elaborated this document in good faith and in order to provide an initial insight into the market conditions, based on our
information available. However, Suntrace makes no warranty – implied or expressive – with respect to the accuracy, correctness,
completeness or appropriateness of any information contained in this document. Suntrace GmbH undertakes no duty to or accepts no
responsibility to any third party who may rely on this document.
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